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The tour coach crash in Jioufen, Taiwan, in mid-October has
once again pushed the issue of liability insurance for travel

agents to the foreground. Although the TIC has been studying whether
it is viable to purchase collective liability insurance for members, a
number of uncontrollable factors such as the event of 11 September
and the SARS outbreak happening during the past two to three years
have made such a method quite difficult to be implemented. Nevertheless,
the TIC is still studying other possibilities (see C846 for details). The
issue has already aroused the Government's concern and it is hoped
that a solution will soon be found.

Recently, several members have reported to the Office of the
Commissioner of Insurance that members selling travel insurance were
suspected of violating the Insurance Companies Ordinance. The TIC then
contacted The Hong Kong Federation of Insurers and the Commis-
sioner Office, and was informed that distribution of brochures without
advice would not fall within the legal definition of an insurance agent.
However, collection of insurance premiums or clerical preparation and
delivery of certificates against a master contract by members would be
deemed to be carrying out the activities of an insurance agent. The TIC
is negotiating with the relevant authorities to see whether the current
practice can be maintained, and if it cannot, whether it is feasible to help
travel agency staff to qualify for selling travel insurance only.

Some while ago, the public and members alike were con-
cerned about inbound tour groups having been arranged to stay
at holiday camps. After a full investigation, the TIC has estab-
lished that the Shenzhen intermediary agents concerned, de-
spite having been notified by their receiving agents that hotel
rooms were not available, still requested them to help arrange
accommodation for the tours, which could hardly be cancelled,
and finally consented to have the tour groups stay at holiday
camps. The Shenzhen agents have already admitted their mis-
takes and the Hong Kong agents need not be responsible for
the incident (see C855 for detai ls) . Members are advised to
sign contracts with their mainland or overseas partners, and
clearly explain to them if there is any change to the itinerary.

Although discussion about Airport Passenger Departure
Tax (APDT) has been going on between the TIC and the Gov-
ernment for several years, the Government's position has not
nudged a bit, namely that it will only pay an administrative fee
to the airlines and that travel agents should negotiate with the
airlines on their own. The TIC has already requested the Board
of Airl ine Representatives to explain to the Government that
collection of APDT by travel agents will also increase their workload
and financial burden and that it is hoped the Government will
pay an administrative fee to travel agents as well. 

Joseph Tung


